
 
 

CoPilot Professional 
for Emergency Services

Reliable, Integrated Navigation - When Every Second Counts

We understand that the fast response of Emergency 
Service workers is heavily reliant upon trusted, 
situation-aware navigation. To meet the varying needs 
of police, fire and medical emergencies, CoPilot 
Professional offers fully customizable features that 
ensure the vehicle is dispatched along the quickest, 
safest route to reach those in need.

Calculate highly accurate ETAs based on travel at high speeds

Improve back office control and routing efficiency

Enhance driver compliance and safety

Gain greater visibility of vehicles and guidance for drivers

Provide reassurance to those in need

Alert dispatch with automated prompts when the driver is off the planned route

The Benefits
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Guidance From the Back Office to the 
Vehicle in Route

Flexible routing with profiles customized to 
suit emergency conditions

Constant back office monitoring for greater 
visibility of vehicles

Real-time mapping and routing using 
specific lat/long coordinates

Send a new route from the back office to 
the vehicle for a faster arrival time*

Map panning & zooming to find shorter 
cut-through routes

Preconfigured Road Speed Settings: 
Adjusted For Travel at High Speed

Volume levels of spoken turn-by-turn 
instructions can be increased to be heard 
above siren noise

Turn instructions can be timed ahead of a 
turn rather than once the driver has 
reached or passed it 

ETAs based on actual high speeds driven 
to calculate highly accurate arrivals times 
for dispatch and those waiting for 
assistance

ALK’s unique RouteSync capability.  RouteSync provides the crucial link between the planned route in 
the back office and the navigated route in the vehicle. Dispatch can send customized routes directly to 
the driver running CoPilot Professional on the mobile device in the vehicle. In addition, dispatchers  are 
provided with an automated alert if a driver goes off the planned route.

EMPOWER YOUR FLEET TODAY Contact busdev@alk.com
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*Requires RouteSync

Back Office Compliance For More Efficient Navigation

To further enhance your Emergency Service solution, pair CoPilot Professional with 

Police
911


